The meeting point of
nature and comfort

Aybastı
Perşembe Plateau
Far More than
Holiday

Location and Transportation

Terrace of our hotel possessing natural
plateau landscapes with a deep horizon
from all its rooms, has an excellent view
of famous and unique Kümbet Meanders
where blue and green meet and
almost dance.

Our hotel is located on Aybastı Perşembe Plateau with
an altitude of 1550 that is close to the clouds at the
top of Canik Mountains, at the junction point of mild
Black Sea climate and Central Anatolia climate.
You can easily arrive our hotel where you start the day
with a wonderful plateau sleep being more fit and
energetic, through Black Sea coastal road,
over Fatsa-Aybastı or over Reşadiye or Niksar
from Central Anatolia.

A unique plateau experience
nested with clouds
Our hotel is the indispensable address of the nature
walks with its quite inclined land structure and with
its broad plateau painted by colorful wildflowers.
Our hotel offers a perfect nature holiday at the
heart of peace being far from the city stress with
sheep and lamb sounds echoed in emerald green
plateau, its excellent landscape and unique taste of
the plateau spring water.
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Rediscovery of the peace
at the heart of plateau
Hotel Specifications
• Elegant interior decoration where nature and
modernism meet
• Hygienic beds
• Hot water for 24 hours
• Free wi-fi internet in Breakfast saloon, terrace,
lobby and rooms
• Plasma TV with satellite broadcasting
• External and internal phone central
• Mini bar
• Rooms with centrally heating installation
• Blow drier
• Emergency service button
• Smoke detector

We invite you to a privileged holiday
in our comfortable and modernly
decorated rooms accompanied with
an excellent plateau landscape, in our
facility we founded among clouds for
giving you differences with seasonal
climate that is unique for each season...

Paradise in the world where
blue and green meet...

In the middle of nature,
far away from the stress
Our hotel that is located in 8 km far away
from Aybastı Çiseli Waterfall being one of the
most beatufil 10 waterfalls of Turkey and 22
km far away from Aybastı Uzundere Waterfall
being the longest waterfall of Turkey, awaits
you for a holiday in which you will leave all
daily worries behind in peace and calmness
in Aybastı Perşembe Plateau where nature,
oxygen and natural beauty meet at
the heart of Black Sea...

We present you an unforgettable holiday
in Aybastı Perşembe Plateau that is the
most beautiful, broadest and most spacious
plateau of Turkey, crowned with emerald
green fascinating and unique plateau
landscape and wonderful meanders like the
paradise of the world...

